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To: Whom It May Concern       31 October 2014  

Re:  K53 DRIVING INSTRUCTOR WORKSHOP 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

I, Marius Swanepoel, from “FK Professional Driving Academy” herby confirm that I am a registered 
driving instructor and member of SAIDI – Membership No. 0028ER 

During September 2013 I decided to find out more about what it takes to become a driving 
instructor in South Africa and after searching various sites on the internet I finally got hold of Pat 
Allan who is the National President of SAIDI - she told me about the instructors workshops that she 
runs to assist people like me wanting to become legal registered driving instructors and so I took 
up her suggestion and attended the workshop on the 3rd, 4th and 7th of Oct 2013. 

The classes she gave were very relaxed and she made sure that every person that attended got 
actively involved in all the training. She explained from the start that becoming a driving instructor 
is not for everyone as it requires a great responsibility from the instructors side to make sure they 
produce safe and highly skilled drivers on our roads, this she did by showing us visual material as 
well as giving us paper based material. 

Preparation for the driving instructor’s test - Pat explained in detail what one must do and how to 
apply to become a driving instructor, how your vehicle should be equipped i.e. dual controls, sign 
markings, insurance issues etc and also showed us the admin side of being a driving instructor.   

The next segment of the workshop was all about the day we go for our test, which consisted of the 
learner’s test as well as the practical test. Pat did not leave any detail out with regards to the K53 
defensive driving system as she when through each module of the K53 manual as supplied by the 
Dept of Transport and today I personally use exactly the same method to train my students for their 
tests with great success.  

Lastly I’d like to praise Pat for the manner in which she presented the workshop as it was done in a 
very informative and professional manner and I doubt without the knowledge I gained during that 3 
days that I would have been as competent and successful with my customers as I am at the 
moment. 

Should you require any further information please feel free to contact me directly on 083 289 9328. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Marius Swanepoel 


